Statins Prevent Biochemical Recurrence of Prostate Cancer After Radical Prostatectomy: A Single-center Retrospective Study with a Median Follow-up of 51.20 Months
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Introduction: Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer in men. Radical prostatectomy is a potentially curative alternative for localized disease, although a significant percentage of these patients will suffer a biochemical recurrence with associated mortality. A wide spectrum of anticancer properties of statins has been demonstrated and the role of these drugs in prevention and treatment of other types of cancer is being increasingly studied.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate whether the use of statins is associated with reduced risk of biochemical recurrence among patients submitted to radical prostatectomy.

Patients and Methods: We retrospectively reviewed 875 patients submitted to radical prostatectomy between January 2009 and December 2018. Approximately 45.7% of the patients were on medication with statins at the time of surgery. We evaluated a possible association between statin use and biochemical recurrence and which patients would benefit the most with statin treatment.

Results: Overall, statins were associated with an approximately 40% reduction in risk of biochemical recurrence at a median follow-up time of 51.2 months (HR 0.599, p<0.05). Patients with pT2c staging (HR 0.486, p=0.017) and ISUP ≥3 (HR 0.61, p=0.011) seem to have benefited more from statin use.

Conclusion: In this cohort, use of statins proved beneficial in reducing the risk of biochemical recurrence among patients submitted to radical prostatectomy. Prospective studies are required to confirm this result and to evaluate its safety profile in those patients.
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Introduction
Prostate cancer is the most common type of cancer diagnosed in men, accounting for 15% of all cancer diagnosed. Early diagnosis provided by PSA (prostate specific antigen) testing allows detection of localized disease in the majority of patients, which increases the probability of a cure. Although radical prostatectomy is one of the main treatment modalities used, a significant proportion of patients suffer from a biochemical recurrence with a high risk of progression to distant metastasis and death.

Statins are cholesterol-lowering drugs and are among the most prescribed medications. Their anticancer properties, such as cell cycle progression arrest, apoptosis induction, inflammation response decrease, and angiogenesis impairment, have been studied in many cancers, including lung, colorectal, breast, melanoma, bladder, and prostate.
There are conflicting data about the beneficial effect of statins on biochemical recurrence rate after radical prostatectomy, but there is a plausible trend toward the decreasing biochemical recurrence incidence rate among statin users after curative therapy.\(^\text{13}\)

With this work we tried to shed more light onto the question of whether the continuous use of statins reduces the biochemical recurrence rate after radical prostatectomy.

**Objectives**

To investigate whether the use of statins is associated with a reduction of biochemical recurrence in patients submitted to radical prostatectomy and to select the patients who may benefit the most from its usage.

**Patients and Methods**

Patients eligible for this study were submitted to radical prostatectomy between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2018. The follow-up extended from January 1, 2009 until February 28, 2019. In 2019, our center treated 358 patients diagnosed with prostate cancer, representing roughly 5.5% cases nationwide.

The database used was anonymized and unstructured. Data were originally extracted from an electronic medical records database. Demographic and clinicopathological (T stage, N stage, ISUP score, preoperative PSA level, and positive surgical margin) features, statin and metformin use and adjuvant treatment (radiotherapy and/or androgen deprivation therapy) were available at baseline. Use of statins was accessed by GPI and generic name. All hMG-CoA reductase inhibitors (including combination therapies such as ezetimibe/simvastatin) were considered, but dosing, preoperative duration or indication were not. Those who had initiated the drug after the surgery and the exposition time, defined as the period between statin prescription and the end of follow-up period, were accessed. Only patients using statins at the date of surgery and that did not suspend the drug afterward were included in the statin arm.

Per local protocol, patients with prostate cancer submitted to radical prostatectomy are followed with PSA measurements at three, six, and 12 months after prostatectomy, and then, every six months up to three years, and then annually thereafter. The occurrence of biochemical recurrence (defined as two consecutive PSA measurements >0.2 ng/mL after an undetectable PSA <0.1 ng/mL), metastasis (diagnosed either by CT scan, bone scintigraphy or G68 PSMA-PET) and/or death and the time of their occurrence were available.

Subjects who met the following exclusion criteria were not included in the study: (1) patients submitted to adjuvant radiotherapy or adjuvant androgen deprivation therapy in the context of multimodal therapy; (2) patients who failed to achieve an undetectable PSA (<0.1 ng/mL) after radical prostatectomy.

The primary endpoint of this study was biochemical recurrence.

This study received approval by Comissão de Ética do Centro Hospitalar e Universitário de Coimbra. The individual written informed consent was dismissed by the Ethical Committee based on the dimension and anonymity of the database, ensuring patient data confidentiality and compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Statistical Analysis**

Descriptive statistics and pathological characteristics were calculated for all patients included in the present study, as well as by statin use status.

Cox proportional hazards model was used to examine the effect of statin use, controlling for clinical and pathological features. The Kaplan–Meier method was used to evaluate the risk of biochemical recurrence. In order to access the potential effect of statin use in biochemical recurrence in different settings we performed two different analyses: (1) a Cox regression excluding patients who started statin use during follow-up, to eliminate the misclassification (exposure) bias; (2) a Cox regression including only patients who were not in statin treatment at the time of surgery in order to access the association of statin use and risk of biochemical recurrence in this particular set of patients. All analyses were adjusted for age, preoperative PSA level, T stage, N stage, surgical margins status and metformin use.

Nine posthoc subgroup analyses were conducted for the biochemical recurrence outcome for the following subgroups: by pathological T stage, ISUP ≤2 vs ISUP ≥3 and by surgical margin status. Patients who started statin use during follow-up were excluded from this analysis.

All analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS statistics version 23. All comparisons were made using two-sided tests, with \(p<0.05\) considered statistically significant.

**Results**

A total of 875 patients submitted to radical prostatectomy performed between 2009 and 2018 were assessed for inclusion. After applying the exclusion criteria, 702 were included in the study. 45.7% of men had a history of statin use. Of patients who were not using statin at time of
surgery 8.1% started statin use during the follow-up, with a median exposure time of 39.45 months, 9.7% of them suffered biochemical recurrence.

Mean age of the cohort was 63.66 (±6.631) years, while the mean preoperative PSA level was 8.51 (±7.54) ng/mL and mean follow-up time was 51.20 (±31.258) months.

Statin users were older than nonstatin users (64.43 vs 62.95 years old, p<0.05). Other covariates, such as age, preoperative PSA level, T stage, N stage, ISUP score and surgical margin status were similar between the groups. The baseline demographic and clinicopathological characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Biochemical Recurrence
A total of 145 patients (20.6% of total subjects) suffered biochemical recurrence during a mean follow-up of 51.20 months.

In the Cox regression, HR was 0.599, (95%CI: 0.420–0.855, p<0.05) for biochemical recurrence concerning the statin group vs nonstatin group, adjusted for baseline demographic and clinical features. T stage, ISUP score and surgical margin status were associated with biochemical recurrence. Patients who started statin treatment during the follow-up were excluded from this analysis.

In order to access the association of postoperative statin use with biochemical recurrence we performed a different Cox regression as described in the methods. We accessed the association of postoperative statin use and biochemical recurrence, only in patient subgroup who were not using statins at the time of surgery: postoperative statin exposure was an independent factor associated with a reduced risk of biochemical recurrence in this subgroup of patients (HR 0.165, 95%CI: 0.051–0.533, p<0.05).

The Figure 1 represents the Kaplan–Meier chart of biochemical recurrence free-survival by statin user status.

In the subgroup analyses, we considered subgroups based on T stage, surgical margin status and ISUP score. Effect of statins seemed significant in the patients with pT2c and ISUP ≥3. HRs for pT2c and ISUP ISUP ≥3 for statin users vs
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nonstatin were 0.486 (95%CI: 0.268–0.881, \( p<0.05 \)) and 0.261 (95%CI: 0.492–0.740, \( p<0.05 \)), respectively, as represented in Table 2. The Figure 2 represents the Kaplan-Meier chart of biochemical recurrence free-survival by statin user status for pT2c, ISUP \( \leq 2 \) and ISUP \( \geq 3 \) patients subgroup.

**Discussion**

Statins work by inhibiting HMG-CoA, the key enzyme of the mevalonate pathway, impairing the activation of important cell cycle regulators such as the Ras and Rho family. Deregulation of these cell cycle regulators has been linked to prostate carcinogenesis process.\(^{14,15}\) However, regulation of androgen production,\(^{16}\) pro-apoptotic,\(^{5}\) anti-inflammatory\(^{17,18}\) and anti-angiogenic actions\(^{6}\) have been identified as possible beneficial effects of statins.

Some epidemiological studies have demonstrated a decreased risk in prostate cancer diagnosis and statin use.\(^{19,20}\) However, five recent prospective studies showed no association between statins and cancer risk, although it seems to exist an association between the use of statins and the decreased risk of advanced prostate cancer.\(^{21–24}\) Other studies found a decreased level of PSA among statin users.\(^{25,26}\)

The effects of statins in biochemical recurrence has not been extensively studied. Among men submitted to a radical prostatectomy, between 27 and 53% will develop rising PSA and are at risk of progression to clinical recurrence and increased prostate cancer mortality.\(^{27}\) If a protective effect of statin against biochemical recurrence was found, it would be a significant step forward in the management of patients with localized prostate cancer.

To our knowledge, only a few studies have addressed the role of statin use in patients submitted to radical prostatectomy as the only treatment. Ku et al,\(^{28}\) Krane et al,\(^{29}\) Mondul et al,\(^{30}\) and Rieken et al\(^{31}\) did not find a significant reduction of the risk of biochemical response among statin users vs nonstatin users.

In the Krane et al\(^{29}\) study, the main subject studied was the relationship between statin use and pathological features of the tumor, showing that men under statin treatment had a lower PSA level, a more aggressive distribution of Gleason's score and a slightly higher proportion of Gleason 7 detected on final pathology. However, a decreased risk of biochemical recurrence in statin user was not found,\(^{29}\) even with a mean follow-up of 26 months.

Ku et al\(^{28}\) used biochemical recurrence as a secondary endpoint and failed to find a protective effect of statins against biochemical recurrence, but the statin users and
Follow-up period were low, with only 84 patients and 38 months, respectively.

Mondul et al30 also did not find any association between statin use and reduction of biochemical recurrence,30 but patients that started statins after the surgery were included in statin arm and the interval between surgery and the beginning of medication was not considered.

Mass et al found a lower preoperative PSA level and a slightly higher pathological Gleason score 7–10 among statin users, but failed to uncover a relation between statins and biochemical recurrence.32

In Rieken et al,31 the study with a larger cohort that has been published, failed to show any difference between statin users and nonstatin users regarding biochemical recurrence-free survival. The median follow-up period was relatively short (25 months), the rate of biochemical recurrence was smaller than reported in the current literature (11.8% vs 10.5% in nonstatin and statin users, respectively), the number of positive surgical margins was significantly higher between statin users (14.3% in nonstatin users group vs 16.3% in statin users group) and patients with nodal metastasis in whose androgen deprivation therapy was initiated postoperatively were included in the analysis.

In a cohort of 1319 patients submitted to radical prostatectomy, Hamilton et al33 did find approximately a 30% reduction in the risk of biochemical recurrence in statin users,33 but the study included patients submitted to adjuvant radiotherapy and/or deprivation hormone therapy. This cohort also had other limitations, including a high positive margin rate of 44% (which probably accounted for an unexpectedly high rate of BCR), a low number of evaluable patients (57%), short follow-up time and differences between statin users and nonusers at baseline.

Song et al34 found an association between postoperative statin use until 36 months decreased the risk of BCR independently especially in patients with high-risk disease. The effect was limited to medication up to 36 months and did not sustain beyond 36 months.

In contrast, Ritch et al35 showed that statin users were at 50% higher risk for BCR after radical prostatectomy compared to nonusers after adjusting for race, pathological stage, Gleason score, margin status and preoperative PSA. In this study, statin users were at higher risk for BCR despite lower baseline risk characteristics,35 but the results should be viewed with caution as only 39% of patients were evaluated consecutively and follow-up was relatively short at 36 months.

In the present study, we found an association between the statin use and a 40% decreased risk of biochemical recurrence at median follow-up of 51.20 months. The major benefits seem to happen in patients with no extraprostatic extension and ISUP ≥3. Postoperative statin exposure was a independent factor associated with a reduced risk of biochemical recurrence in this subgroup of patients (HR 0.165, 95%CI: 0.051–0.533, p<0.05).

Statin users were slightly older, but other baseline clinicopathological features were similar between the groups.

Our study has some strengths: a relatively large sample that allowed us to assess the main effects, similar groups regarding clinicopathological characteristics, a longer follow-up (51.20 months) compared to previous studies and an almost even distribution between statin users and nonusers (45.7% vs 54.3%).

Some limitations of this study must however be noted. Specific drug, dose, preoperative duration and indication were not assessed. Data on some possible confounders (as race, aspirin, race or disease condition) were not available. Furthermore, the retrospective character did not allow a normalized protocol of medical evaluations during therapy.

Based on our results, use of statins is associated with better oncological outcomes after radical prostatectomy, this effect being most noticeable in pT2c and ISUP ≥3 cases. Well designed prospective studies are needed to elucidate the role of statins in adjuvant treatment of prostate cancer and whether statins can be used as a protective measure against biochemical recurrence.
Figure 2 Kaplan–Meier survival chart by subgroups.

Notes: (A) biochemical recurrence free survival for pT2c subgroup; (B) biochemical recurrence-free survival for ISUP ≤2; (C) biochemical recurrence free survival for ISUP ≥3.
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